engineered hardwood flooring

THE PRACTICAL
ALTERNATIVE TO SOLID
WOOD FLOORING
Engineered hardwood flooring combines the natural beauty of wood
with the durability and practicality of layered engineered flooring.

EHF

WHY ENGINEERED
HARDWOOD FLOORING?

The kind of engineered wood flooring we use today was
developed in the 1960s, and has steadily increased in
quality, durability and affordability - leading to improved
advantages over traditional hardwood flooring as time
has progressed.
In practical terms, engineered wood looks and feels just
like a solid hardwood, but is able to be fitted in areas
that are not usually suitable for solid wood such as
kitchens, conservatories or some commercial settings.
This is because engineered wood is much more resilient
to changes in moisture and humidity, which means
engineered wood floors can be laid above underfloor
heating systems.

EHF
oakwood range
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The Oakwood range comes in

With a surface created from a

Finewood is a high quality range

Spiritwood is a highly flexible

many varying shades of oak,

mixture of wood and mineral,

of herringbone styled flooring

range comprised of a wide

bonded to a light but incredibly

Materiawood looks like stone

made from 12 rich and varied

variety of shades, finishes

strong high-density fiberboard

but feels like wood.

wood surfaces.

and sizes.

(HDF) middle layer.

materiawood range
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oakwood
range

4APG109

Naturally oiled Oakwood planks are full of
character: knots, cracks and wooden pores
are particularly emphasised due to the unique
production process. Anyone who prefers
things a little less rustic can choose a matt
lacquered surface which provides a calm and
harmonious ambiance.

A HARD WEARING
AND DURABLE
WOODEN FLOOR
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oakwood range

INTELLIGENT
STRUCTURE
Oakwood flooring uses a sturdy HDF middle layer. This
is compressed firmly with a real wood covering layer,
an innovative wood powder layer and a real wood
powder backing, using a combination of pressure
and heat. This is the only way to make a floor that is
durable, resilient, easy to maintain and still stunningly
beautiful to look at – a real high-tech wooden floor.

NATURALLY OILED SURFACE

Natural oils and waxes penetrate into the wood and form a
protective, breathable surface. This type of finish emphasises
the grain as well as the structure, has a moisture-regulating
effect and ensures a healthy living climate.

REAL WOOD
COVERING LAYER

WOOD POWDER
LAYER

4APG115

HDF MIDDLE
LAYER

REAL WOOD
POWDER BACKING

RB
CA 2
OM

P LIA N

T

OM

C

C

US EPA
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TITLE VI
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T
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M
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M
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oakwood range

SPECIAL PLANK
FORMAT
Oakwood flooring looks particularly
good in spacious rooms where the very
long planks really come into their own!
Oakwood is also available in two
different widths, which can be installed
together resulting in a more bespoke
looking laying pattern.
4APG118

4APG120

4APG116
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oakwood range

ROBUST AND
DURABLE

LACQUERED
AND OILED
FINISHES

4APG126

Oakwood loves challenges and takes stresses

In the oiled finish, Oakwood planks feature

like high heels in its stride. This has been tested

distinctive rustic knots, cracks and wooden

in a lab, where a metal ball pressed with 4,000

pores, whilst a matt lacquered finish offers

newtons of pressure clearly dents standard

a less rustic, more harmonious style.

parquet flooring.
On Oakwood floors, it hardly leaves a trace.
4APG107

4APG110

COLOURS

SIZES

Polaroak
4APG116

Arcticoak
4APG127

Whiteoak
4APG101

Washedoak
4APG102

Snowoak
4APG117

Poleoak
4APG118

Pureoak
4APG103

Essentialoak
4APG104

Cremaoak
4APG128

Carameloak
4APG120

Oakauthentic
4APG125

Oak
4APG122

Livelyoak
4APG109

Nativeoak
4APG110

Lightoak
4APG119

Cafeoak
4APG105

Coffeeoak
4APG112

Brownoak
4APG121

Goldenoak
4APG114

Drywoodoak
4APG113

Mixedoak
4APG106

Greyoak
4APG107

Oliveoak
4APG115

Titanoak
4APG129

Livelywalnut
4APG126

Oaksmoke
4APG130

320x2600mm

270x2200mm

205x2200mm

Not all colours are available in all sizes. Please call for details.
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materiawood
range

4KDB115

Benefiting from the latest advancements in engineered
hardwood flooring technology, Materiawood is a
unique new range from Solus that is extremely tough
and full of character. The surface is made from a mix
of wood and minerals, which is then tightly bonded to
the lower layers using pressure and heat. The result
is an incredibly durable floor that looks like stone but

STONE AND
WOOD IN
ONE SURFACE

feels like wood.
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materiawood range

PRODUCT
STRUCTURE
The unique properties of Materiawood floors are achieved
by bonding three layers tightly together using pressure and
heat. The water resistant core layer is bonded to the surface
layer which is made from an extremely tough mix of wood
and minerals. The backing layer stabilises the construction.
Materiawood flooring is suitable for laying on subfloors with
controlled hot water underfloor heating.

MATERIAWOOD
SURFACE

AQUASAFE
BOARD

4KDB104

MATERIAWOOD
BACKING

WARM TO
THE TOUCH
Due to the high percentage of wood

4KDB107

fibres, body heat is drawn away slower
than with ceramic or fine stoneware
floors. Due to the presence of mineral
substances, Materiawood floors are
just as tough as stone or ceramic tiles.
ADE IN
M

EUROPE
M

A DE IN
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materiawood range

A PERFECT LOOK
The embossed surface structures make Materiawood
floors look very realistic. Materiawood is made from
natural materials and each plank is a one-off.
The innovative technology allows for multiple colours
in different effects and intensities, just like ceramic or
fine stoneware floors.

4KDB113

ANTI SLIP
The innovative surface combined
with the embossed structure
gives Materiawood floors the
anti-slip category R9 / R10.
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materiawood range

A VARIETY OF
STONE EFFECT
FINISHES
Available as an easy to handle 395x853mm
size, Materiawood encompasses a wide
range of stone effect finishes. From
authentic textured sandstones, modern
4KDB114

smooth slates, worn and scratched concrete
and even some rusted metallic effect shades,
the range has been created to provide a
design solution to suit any project.
395x853mm

COLOURS

Stonelight
4KDB105

Lightstone
4KDB116

Stonegrey
4KDB110

Lightmetal
4KDB107

Greyslate
4KDB113

Greymetal
4KDB108

Silverstone
4KDB112

Cretegrey
4KDB111

Rusticream
4KDB101

Warmcrete
4KDB115

Slateartic
4KDB106

Beigestone
4KDB118

EASY TO CLEAN
4KDB115

Red wine, oils and other liquids can be removed
without a trace from the Materiawood joints.
Wet, coarse dirt can even be removed from the
deeper surface structures as Materiawood is
extremely scrub and abrasion resistant.

Rustmetal
4KDB103

Volcunmetal
4KDB102

Greyrustic
4KDB104

Anthraciteslate
4KDB114

Anthracitemetal
4KDB109

Greysienna
4KDB117
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finewood
herringbone range

4XBJ112

To produce a floor with such a long life, quality materials
need to be carefully selected and intelligently combined.
Different finishes emphasise the character of the various
woods chosen for this range so you can be assured of a
range that remains beautiful for many years. Finewood is
also suitable for laying on subfloors with controlled hot
water underfloor heating.

REAL WOOD THAT
STAYS BEAUTIFUL
FOR LONGER
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finewood range

TECHNICAL
DETAILS
The four layers that make up Finewood have
been carefully selected to form an incredibly
durable and quiet flooring product.

LACQUERED OR OILED
PROTECTIVE SURFACE

2.5MM REAL WOOD
WEAR LAYER

HDF MIDDLE
LAYER

NORDIC SPRUCE
BACKING

EASY
TO INSTALL
Finewood is easy, quick and safe to install.
4XBJ107

The innovative locking systems ensure
easy installation, maximum precision
fit and permanent joint locks. This also

4XBJ109

applies to so-called floating installations
where the floor is not bonded.
ADE IN
M

EUROPE
M

A DE IN
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engineered hardwood flooring

HEALTHY
LIVING
Finewood is a natural product. It has a moistureregulating effect and ensures a healthy living climate.
These floors are particularly hygienic thanks to
being easy to clean and maintain. All the processed
raw materials have been carefully selected and are
subjected to regular tests.

4XBJ105

ECOLOGICAL
Finewood contributes to environmental
4XBJ110

protection. The perfect combination of the
2.5 mm fine wood wear layer and the special
HDF middle layer means that only roughly a
tenth of wood is required compared to
a solid wood floor. Finewood flooring can be
renovated by sanding it down if necessary.
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finewood range

ENERGY-SAVING

SURFACE FINISHES
AND SIZE

Finewood transports the heat from hot water underfloor heating
to the surface quickly and without losing much energy due to
the lack of heat insulating air pockets in the HDF middle layer.

COLOURS

142x710mm
Herringbone

The lacquered or naturally oiled surface finishes available
accentuate the respective wood’s character and provide it
with permanent protection.
Lacquered floors have an elegant, slightly glossy surface.
The naturally oiled finish penetrates deep into the wood
and forms a protective, breathable surface. This kind of
finish creates a natural appearance with subtle brilliance,
emphasising the grain as well as the structure.

Limedoak
4XBJ102

Pearloak
4XBJ101

Oaklimed
4XBJ103

Oakwhite
4XBJ107

Creamoak
4XBJ105

Oakolive
4XBJ109

Oaknatural
4XBJ112

Vitaloak
4XBJ106

Bourbonoak
4XBJ111

Mochoak
4XBJ104

Oakbrown
4XBJ110

Steamoak
4XBJ108

4XBJ108

4XBJ106
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spiritwood
range

4XGH108

The Spiritwood range captures the spirit of natural
wood and combines it with the ingenuity of engineered
hardwood flooring technology. The many finish, shade,
size, brushing and grading options make this a highly
flexible and customisable range suitable for any project.

CAPTURING
THE BEAUTY OF
NATURAL HARDWOOD
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spiritwood range

LAYER
STRUCTURE

FINISHES, SIZES
AND GRADES

CHARACTER GRADE

Spiritwood utilises layers of high strength plywood

Planks are available in 500-2400mm

as a base giving the planks rigidity to help avoid

lengths and 90-220mm widths, 3 grades,

warping. Fixed to this is a wood veneer wear layer

3 brushing levels, 4 wear layer thicknesses

varying in thickness from 2.5mm to 6mm.

and many different surface treatments

NATURAL GRADE

including a matt lacquer, a natural oil and a
range of gloss finishes.

SURFACE
LAYER

4XGH110

SELECT GRADE

PLYWOOD
BASE

Width: 90 - 220mm
Length: 500 - 2400mm

WEAR
LAYER

COLOURS

4XGH105

Hainault
4XGH108

Gisburn
4XGH107

Doddwood
4XGH106

Ennerdale
4XGH105

Swinley
4XGH109

Friston
4XGH110

Woodhall
4XGH101

Wykeham
4XGH113

Selwood
4XGH111

Wentwood
4XGH117

Tumby
4XGH103

Hafren
4XGH118

Fernworthy
4XGH112

Stixwould
4XGH102

Haltham
4XGH104

Delamere
4XGH120

Grizedale
4XGH121

Strathyre
4XGH116

Glenmore
4XGH114

Tollymore
4XGH119

Tairlaw
4XGH115

ADE IN
M

EUROPE
M

A DE IN
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Q&A
DOES ENGINEERED HARDWOOD FLOORING NEED TO BE GLUED DOWN?
All EHF ranges supplied by Solus can either be glued down or floated, and each
installation method offers its own advantages and disadvantages.

WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN HARDWOOD AND ENGINEERED
HARDWOOD FLOORING?
Engineered hardwood floors are the durable modern equivalent to solid wood. Because
of how it is made, engineered wood is better than solid hardwood at dealing with
moisture. EHF is more environmentally friendly, production means less waste of the
natural oak product, recycled material is used to help form the base and it can be more
aesthetically pleasing and uniform.

IS IT SAFE TO USE A STEAM MOP ON ENGINEERED HARDWOOD FLOORS?
Although engineered floors can handle more moisture than solid hardwoods too much
water can still damage them. Cleaning water used should be a thin mist, so that it dries
out after about a minute. Please call for recommended cleaning machines.

IS ENGINEERED HARDWOOD FLOORING SEALED?
All hardwood flooring is vulnerable to water damage. The ranges offered by Solus offer
incredibly resilient surface protection and a far greater resilience to water damage than
any type of comparable solid wood flooring.

CAN YOU BUFF ENGINEERED HARDWOOD FLOORS?
Flooring supplied by Solus have wear layers that are between 2.5mm and 6mm thick,
so it cannot be sanded on a regular basis. It is recommended that engineered wood
floors are not refinished for several years after installation. Buffing is an option to keep
your engineered wood floor looking like new and maintain its finish. Before sanding
please contact an expert for advice.

WHERE ARE ALL THESE RANGES MANUFACTURED?
All ranges shown are made in Europe.

oakwood range

Winner!
Photograph: Peter Savage Photography
Showroom Design: BusbyWebb

COME AND VISIT OUR AWARD-WINNING CLERKENWELL SHOWROOM

Solus Clerkenwell:
Solus Clerkenwell, 80 Clerkenwell Road
London EC1M 5RJ
+44 (0) 203 282 8466
Solus headquarters:
Unit 1, Cole River Park, Warwick Road
Birmingham B11 2QX
+44 (0) 121 753 0777 sales@solusceramics.com

solusceramics.com

